
The DNA of A
Good Tenant JV
in 5 Super Easy Steps

Setting up a single good JV can easily make you six �gures a year.  Here's a basic �ve steps
that can help you put these tenant JVs in place the RIGHT way.  If you do this correctly you
will be able to "set it and forget it" and have them produce for years.

1 2Practice first
GXM

Find a good
provider

Practice making friends with freely available
leads like out of a newspaper, then with
leads you generate.  Do this for others just
for free, get good at the relationship Policing
Policies for free at first.

You want a good JV partner that
understand what they are missing out on
and has a flow of consumers you can
improve relations with.

3 4test with a
sample

get
transaction
profile

Test your relationship building practices
with a sample of their leads.  You should
be building good relationships and then
completing transactions.  

You need to know exactly what kind of
transactions work best, maybe it's music,
credit repair, real estate, etc.

5 FINALIZE MONTHLY AND SPLIT
If you followed the above steps then this should be easy because you
know how many leads you'll be getting, what kind of transactions to do
with them and how many transactions per week/month.

Start small at first at like $1,500/month with a 50/50 split, then grow it.

Tenant JV Summary
Most people who get tenant leads are throwing away all but the one tenant who
moves in.  Since their marketing continues year round they are always getting good
leads and throwing them away. 
 
First establish the process of building solid relationships with these folks.  Then
introduce a new series of transactions.  Once you do that you'll easily be able to do
pro�table JVs with apartments, property managers, realtors, investors or anybody
who markets for tenants.
 
You'll be able to create MORE cash �ow than if you owned the properties by
leveraging the same tenants with different and better transactions.
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